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Abstract - Energy eficiency is an important issue in mobile wire-
less networks since the batte~ lije of mobile terminals is limited.
Consewation of batte~ power has been addressed using many
techniques. This paper addresses energy eficiency in medium ac-
cess control (MAC) protocols for wireless networks. Zhe paper
develops afiamework to study the energy consumption of a MAC
protocol from the transceiver usage perspective. This framework
is then applied to compare the performance of a set of protocols
that includes IEEE 802.11, EC-MAC, PRMA, MDR-TDMA, and
DQRUMAa. The pe~ormance metrics considered are transmitter
and receiver usage times for packet transmission and reception.
The ari!alysis here shows thatprotocols that aim to reduce the num-
ber of contentions pe~orm better from a energy consumption per-
spective. The receiver usage time, howevev tends to be higher for
protocols that require the mobile to sense the medium before at-
tempting transmission.

1 Introduction

This paper addresses the issue of energy conservation in medium
access control (MAC) protocols for wireless multimedia networks.
Third generation wireless networks will be expected to carry di-
verse multimedia traffic types. A number of access protocols have
been proposed to support multimedia traffic [1–8]. These protocols
typically address network performance metrics such as throughput,
efficiency, and packet delay. We believe that energy consumption
at the MAC level should also be an important consideration in the
design of the MAC protocol for mobile wireless networks.

‘l%e paper considers an infrastructure network where a base sta-
tion cclordinates access to one or more channels for mobiles in its
cell. The channels can be individual frequencies in FDMA, time
slots in TDMA, or orthogonal codes or hopping patterns in case
of spread-spectrum. To provide CBR, VBR and ABR services to
end users, a wireless access protocol must be able to provide brtnd-
width on demand with different levels of service. Typical design
goals of access protocols include fairness of access, high channel
utilization, and low latency. This paper addresses the additional
goal of efficient power usage at the mobiles. The premise is that
mobiles will always have limited power, whereas the wired base
stations will have virtually unlimited power.

The paper first presents a framework for comparison of energy
consumption due to MAC related activities. The activities consid-
ered are transmission and reception of a single packet and periodic
packets. The average time the transmitter and the receiver are in
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use for each of the activities is determined through analysis and
simulation. This framework is then applied to a set of protocols
that includes IEEE 802.11 standard [6], EC-MAC [4], PRMA [7],
MDR-TDMA [5], and DQRUMA [8]. The results obtained from
mathematical analysis are presented in the paper. These results
have been validated through extensive discrete-event simulation,
the results of which have not been included in the paper in an ef-
fort to conserve space.

2 Energy Conservation Principles

Mobile computers typically have limited energy for computing and
communications because of the short battery lifetimes. Conserv-
ing battery power in mobiles should be a crucial consideration in
designing protocols for mobile computing. This issue should be
considered through all layers of the protocol stack, including the
application layer. This paper recounts part of the discussion found
in [9] pertaining to the MAC layer energy efficiency issues.

The chief sources of energy consumption in the mobile unit
considered for MAC related activities are the CPU, the transmit-
ter, and the receiver. Mobile CPU usage may be reduced by rel-
egating most of the high-complexity computation (related to me-
dia access) to the stationary network. Therefore, the focus of
this work is on transceiver usage. The radio can operate in three
modes: standby, receive, and transmit. In general, the radio con-
sumes more power in the transmit mode than in the receive mode,
and consumes least power in the standby mode. For example,
the GEC Plessey DE6003 2.4 GHz radio requires 1.8W in trans-
mit, 0.6W in receive, and 0.05W in standby mode. In addition,
turnaround between transmit and receive modes (and vice-versa)
typically takes between 6 to 30 microseconds. Also, power con-
sumption for Lucent’s 15 dBm 2.4 GHz WaveIan radio is 1.725W
in transmit mode, 1.475W in receive mode, and 0.08W in standby
mode. The objective of MAC protocol design should be minimize
energy consumption while maximizing protocol performance. The
protocols should be defined such that energy consumption due to
the transceiver and CPU is low. The following are some principles
that may be observed to conserve energy at the MAC level:

1. Collision should be eliminated as far as possible since it re-
sults in retransmissions that leads to unnecessary energy consump-
tion and also to possibly unbounded delays. Note that retransmis-
sion cannot be completely avoided due to the high link error-rates
and due to user mobility. For instance, collision-based random ac-
cess could be limited to new user registration.

2. In a typical wireless broadcast environment, the receiver has
to be powered on at all times resulting in significant energy con-
sumption. The receiver subsystem typically receives all packets
and forwards only the packets destined for this mobile. One pos-
sible way to reduce receiver power-on time is to broadcast a data
transmission schedule for each mobile. This will enable a mobile
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to be in standby mode except during its alloted slots.
3. Significant time and power is spent by the mobile radio in

switching from transmit to receive modes, and vice-versa. This
turnaround is a crucial factor in the performance of the protocol.
A protocol which allocates permission on a slot-by-slot basis will
suffer significant overhead due to turnaround. In order to reduce
turnaround, a mobile should be allocated contiguous slots for trans-
mission and reception whenever possible.

4. The IEEE 802.11 standard recommends the following tech-
nique for energy conservation. A mobile that wishes to conserve
energy may switch to sleep mode. From that point on, the base
station buffers packets destined for this mobile. The base station
periodically transmits a beacon which contains information about
such buffered packets. Upon waking up, the mobile listens for this
beacon and informs the base station that it is ready to receive. This
approach conserves energy at the mobile but results in additional
delays that may affect quality-of-service (QoS).

5. If reservations are used to request bandwidth, it will be more
efficient (power-wise and bandwidth-wise) to request multiple cells
with a~single reservation packet. This suggests that the mobile
shoulcl request larger chunks of bandwidth to reduce the reserva-
tion overhead leading to better bandwidth and energy consumption
efficiency.

6. Assume that mobiles transmit requests and that the base sta-
tion uses a scheduling algorithm to allocate slots as in [4,5, 8]. A
distributed algorithm where each mobile computes the schedule in-
dependently may not be desirable because: (i) it may not receive
all the reservation requests due to radio and error constraints, and
(ii) schedule computation consumes energy and is thus better rele-
gated to the base station. This suggests that a centralized schedul-
ing mechanism will be more energy efficient.

These principles have been derived from different access pro-
tocols and are by no means an exhaustive list of efficient energy
utilization techniques at the access protocol level.

3 MAC Protocols
This section briefly describes the wireless access protocols studied
in this paper. Fig. 1 shows the channel access methods for these
protocols.

The IEEE 802.11 standard [6] for wireless LANs defines mul-
tiple access using a technique based on Carrier Sense Multiple Ac-
cess I {Collision Avoidance (CSMWCA). The basic access method
is the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) shown in fig. 1(a).
A backlogged mobile may immediately transmit packets when it
detects free medium for greater than or equal to a DIFS (DCF Inter-
frame Space) period. If the carrier is busy, the mobile defers trans-
mission and enters the backoff state. The time period following
the unsuccessful transmission is called the contention window and
consists of a pre-determined number of slots. The mobile, which
has entered backoff, randomly selects a slot in the contention win-
dow, and continuously senses the medium during the time up to its
selected contention slot. If it detects transmission from some other
mobiles during this time period, it enters the backoff state again. If
no transmission is detected, the mobile transmits the access packet
and captures the medium. Extensions to the basic protocol include
providing MAC-level acknowledgments and ready-to-send (RTS)
and clear-to-send (CTS) mechanisms.

Packet reservation multiple access (PRMA) [7] was proposed

for integrating voice and data traffic. The PRMA system is closely
related to reservation ALOHA since it merges characteristics of
slotteci ALOHA and TDMA protocols. Packets in PRMA are
grouped into periodic information and random information pack-
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Fig. 1. Channel accessmethods for different protocols.

ets. Once a mobile with periodic information transmits success-
fully a packet in an available slot, that slot in future frames can be
reserved for this mobile. However, mobiles with random informa-
tion need to contend for an available slot each time. The protocol
is depicted in fig. l(b).

The multiservices dynamic reservation TDMA protocol (MDR-
TDMA) [5], shown in fig. l(c) supports CBR, VBR, and ABR traf-
fic by dividing TDMA frames for different types of traffic and al-
locating them dynamically. The TDMA frame is subdivided into
N, request slots and IVt message slots. Each message slot pro-
vides for transmission of a packet or an ATM-like cell. Request
slots are comparatively short and are used for initial access in slot-
ted ALOHA contention mode. Of the iVt message slots, a maxi-
mum of NV < Nt slots in each frame can be assigned for CBR
voice traffic. VBR and packet data messages are dynamically as-
signed one or more 48-byte slots in the TDMA interval following
the last allocated voice slot in a frame. The basic channel access
scheme follows a combination of circuit mode reservation of slots
over multiple TDMA frames for CBR voice calls with dynamic
assignment of remaining capacity for VBR or packet data traffic,.
In addition to first-come-first-served (FCFS) scheduling, time-of-
expiry (TOE) approach has been studied to improve delay perfor-
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mance of real-time data traffic. Energy efficiency issues, however,
are not specifically addressed in the protocol definition.

The distributed-queuing request update multiple access
(DQRUMA) protocol [8] is shown in fig. l(d). The base station
employs a random access protocol and packet scheduling policy
based on traffic and service requirements. Mobiles send a trans-
missicm request only when packet(s) join an empty queue. All
subsequent packets that arrive at the queue can piggyback trans-
missicm requests. Two request access protocols have been studied:
the ALOHA random access protocol, and a generalization of the
Binary Stack Algorithm. The scheduling policy considered is a
round-robin packet transmission policy. Since the slots are sched-
uled on a finer grain in DQRUMA, the requirement that the mobile
should listen during every slot places a high burden on the mobile’s
power resources.

The protocol design of energy-conserving medium access con-
trol (EC-MAC) protocol [4] is driven by energy consumption, di-
verse traffic type support, and QoS support considerations. The
protocol is defined using fixed-length frames since each mobile re-
ceiver will precisely know the time of the next beacon transmis-
sion. This enables the receiver to power off knowing precisely
when the next frame will start. The frame is divided into multi-
ple phases: reservation control phase, new-user phase, schedule
beacon, and data phase. The reservation phase is made collision-
less by letting the base station broadcast a list containing the set
of the mobile IDs and the transmission order. During the uplink
phase., each registered mobile transmits new connection requests
and queue status of established queues according to the trans-
missicm order. The base station then broadcasts the transmission
schedule for the data phase using a schedule beacon. Mobiles re-
ceive the broadcast and uower on the transmitters and receivers at
the appropriate time. Th; new-user phase allows new mobiles that
have entered the cell coverage area to register with the base station.
The comparison analysis in next section assumes that rdl mobiles in
the cell coverage area have already registered with the base station.
Fig. l(e), therefore, does not incorporate the new-user phase.

A number of other access protocols for wireless multimedia
networks based on ATM have been proposed in the literature, some
of which are summarized in [10]. The protocols described here are
chosen to represent the major categories of multiple access proto-
cols for local area wireless networks.

4 Energy Consumption Comparison
This section characterizes the energy consumption during two ma-
jor protocol activities at the mobile’s MAC laye~ packet transmis-
sion and reception. All the mobile transmissions are directed to,
and all mobile receptions are received from the base station. For
transmitting either single or periodic packets, T, and Tt are defined
as the average time spent using the receiver and transmitter, respec-
tively. For receiving packet(s), the average receiver usage time is
given by R,.

We assume that time is slotted and the time necessary to receive
or transmit a packet is L units of time, where L denotes the length
of a data packet. When a reservation or contention packet is used
to gain access to the medium, its length is assumed to be 1 units
of time. The parameter a is the time spent decoding a slot while
the mobile listens to the downlink for the packet destined to it.
The system contains N mobiles. The analysis is based on how
much energy a mobile needs for transmitting/receiving a packet or
packets while there are other C contending mobile terminals with
packet arrival rate A Table 1 summarizes the system parameters
and definitions used in the analysis.

t II I Probability of a failure contention

Tabre 1. System Pammeters

4.1 802.11

During packet transmission in 802.11, the mobile needs to listen
to the medium until it is free. Fig, l(a) indicates that the receiver
is the most utilized resource. If the medium is active, the average
time spent using the receiver is:

T, = E [L]+ E[~l] (1)

where E[L] is the expected value of time the receiver is turned on
when some other mobile is currently transmitting its data packet.
13[T1] is the expected value of time spent using the receiver when
this mobile stays in backoff procedure due to unsuccessful con-
tention before capturing the medium. E[L] can be obtained by:

E [L]= ; + DIFS (2)

To evaluate E[~l], define the probability that some other mo-
bile transmits in the contention window before this mobile does is
Pfl, and the corresponding average time the receiver is utilized is
Ttl. The probability that two mobiles sense the medium idle for a
sufficient period of time, and attempt transmissions simultaneously
is Pf z, and the corresponding average time the receiver is utilized
is Tf z. The probability that it contends successfully is PS, and the
corresponding time receiver is turned on is T~. Using regenerative
method [11] to obtain E[71] as follows:

E [~1] = Pfl (Tfl + E [~1]) + Pf2 (Tfz + E [~1]) + P,T. (3)

Solving equation (3) for E[~l] gives

EIT1] =
PflTfl + Pf2Tf2 + PST,

(1 - Pf, - Pf,)
(4)

Let x be the slot that this mobile randomly chooses in the con-
tention window, where 1 ~ x ~. K (K is the size of the contention
window). If no one transmits m slots before z, this mobile cap-
tures the medium and transmits its packet. Therefore, T* = z, for
a given z. Assuming uniform probability of selecting a slot in the
contention window,

K+lT--(; )x= 2

*G1
(5)

If, on the other hand, the mobile detects transmission from
other mobiles in time slot d, WhGI_G ~ < z, it czmrs thG backoff
state again. In this case, the receiver is utilized for the duration of
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d plus one more packet transmission time. We can estimated by

l%erefore,

K–1
Tfl = ~ + L + DIFS (7)

When two mobiles attempt transmission simultaneously, d then
equals x. Consequently,

K+l
Tf2= ~—+ L+ DIFS (8)

To obtain Pf ~, Pf2, and F’s, we calculate the probability (Pf )
that d < x first.

‘1
Pf=~Fx

X=1

El [KJ (l-e-G)m(e-G)c-m] ~- (~)m] (9)

In equation(9), the first term of the product represents the prob-
ability that some other mobile (or mobiles) also generates packet(s)
before contention window begins. Some of the packets that arrive
in the duration L before the contention window will have to enter
the balckoff procedure due to unsuccessful contention. As men-
tioned earlier, there are other C’ contending mobile stations, with
the anival of packets at each mobile as a Poisson process with rate
A Let A (A ~ A) be the rate of packet attempting transmission
over tlhe channel per user. This includes newly generated plus re-
transmitted packets. Following the analysis in [ 12], we assume that
the composite message generation per user is Poisson distributed.
Let G be the average number of total arrivals in the duration of
L. Therefore, G = AL. The probability that a mobile is active
during time interval L is then (1 – .-G). The probability that m
over [~ mobiles are active can be obtained by binomial distribution
as above. The second term in equation (9) represents the probabil-
ity some other mobile (or mobiles) chooses a slot d where d < x
thereby causing the mobile to enter backoff state again. Please note
equation (9) holds for C >0. When C = O, Pf equals O.

The probability that some other mobile (or mobiles) choose ex-
actly the same time slot as the mobile under consideration does, i.e.
d=x, is

Pfz := ~ [(~) (1 – e-G)m (e-G)
.-.] ~- (%)”1m=l

(lo)
Fr{Dm equations (9) and (10), pf ~ equals (Pf – Pfz). P, can

be obtained as the probability that there are no other arrivals at the
other mobiles plus the probability that every other mobile where
packets arrive chooses slot greater than z. P. can be calculated as
(1 - ,F’f) as well. By replacing Tfl, Tf2, T., Pfl, PtCJ,and P,
in equation (4), we can get l?[~l]. Tr in equation (1) can then be
evaluafed by equations (2) and (4).

During the backoff period, the transmitter is not used most of
the tim~, The tmniimittw is utilized only whm th~ mobile wlp-
tures the channel or when two mobiles sense the medium idle for a

sufficient period of time and attempt transmissions simultaneously,
i.e. d = z. This will result in collision and will be resolved us-
ing backoff techniques. Assume the mobile detects the collision
after one slot time, The average transmitter usage time is given by
Tt = E [r2]:

E [~z] = p(Z’f i- E[TZ]) + (1 – p) T, (11)

Solving equation (11) for E [~2] gives

E [rz] =
p (Z’f – Z’J + T.

l–p
(12)

where Tf =1, Ts=L, andp= Pf2 is obtained from equa-
tion (10).

This regenerative method provides accurate performance pre-
diction while also preserving model flexibility. More complicated
or accurate arrival processes than Poisson can be obtained by ap-
propriately obtaining Pfl, Pf z, and P. values in equation (4), or p
in equation ( 12).

During packet reception, the receiver has to be turned on dur-
ing the entire downlink transmission. It reads the header of ev-
ery downlink packet, and moves to standby mode if the packet
is not destined for it. If the receiver senses X slots and a is the
time spent decoding each slot, the receiver usage time is given by
Rr = aX + L. Let A be the probability that the receiver senses
this slot is destined to it. It is reasonable to assume that destina-
tions of packets sent by the base station are uniformly distributed
over all the mobiles in the cell. For N mobiles in the cell, A equals
.+. The expected number of slots a mobile has to receive before its
intended packet is then obtained by

E[X]=N (13)

Therefore,

The analysis above is based on the transmitting and receiving
of data packets. Since the 802.11 standard does not describe the
handling of voice traffic, we ignore voice packets in our analysis of’
802.11.

4.2 PRMA
The PRMA [7] system is closely related to reservation A143HA.
During packet transmission, both the transmitter and receiver are
utilized. The mobile transmits its packet in the next slot after the
packet is generated. If two or more mobiles transmit simultane-
ously in the same slot, collision results. It continues to transmit
its packet until the base station acknowledges successful reception
of the packet. As discussed above, L denotes the length of a data~
packet. Let LA be the length of an acknowledgment. By applying
the regenerative model, the average time spent using the transmitter
can be obtained by replacing Tf = Ts = L in equation (12):

L
Tt=—

l–p
(15)

In slotted ALOHA, all other packets arriving during previous
slot are transmitted together in current slot. Therefore, p is evaln-
ated as follows:

P = ~ (;) (1 - @-G)-(e-y-, C>o (16)1
m= 1
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where G is as defined previously. p = O if C = O. Similarly, the
average time spent using the receiver is:

(17)

During packet reception, the receiver has to be turned on during
the entire downlink transmission to decode the intended receiver
information. As discussed for 802.11, the receiver usage time is:

R,=aN+L (18)

The analysis above is based on the transmitting and receiving of
one single packet. Suppose there are two different kinds of packets:
data packet and voice packet. If each data packet needs to contend
for transmission, Tt, T,, and R. for a data packet are same as those
in equations (15), (17), and (18), respectively.

Voice packet, however, may reserve the same time slot in fu-
ture frames until the end of talkspurts. Only the first packet needs
to contend by sensing the medium. Voice traffic is modeled as a
two-state Markov process representing a source with a slow speech
activi~y detector (SAD) [13]. The probability that a principal talk-
spurt with mean duration tlseconds ends in a frame of duration t
is

The probability that a silent gap with mean duration t2seconds
ends in a frame of duration t is

If a voice source generates one voice packet in each frame, a
talkspurt of tl seconds contains $ packets. Therefore, a talkspurt

needs ~ units of time to be transmitted. At the end of a talkspurt,
another talkspurt may follow with probability 1 – y, or the source
may go silent with probability ~. Let 13[Lt] denote the expected
value (of time spent using the transmitter until the silent gap begins.
13[Lt] can be obtained by equation (12) by applying the regenera-

tive model, where p = 1 – ~, Tf = ~, and T* = O. Therefore,

E [Lt] =
H=W22

We then get Tt and R, for talkspurts as follows:

Tt = &+ E[Lt]– L

(21)

(22)

R, = aN + E [Lt] (23)

where E[Lt] can be obtained by equation (21). For voice packets,
Tt is, in other words, equal to the average time it takes to transmit

/T\

Nthe first packet using contention ~
l–p

plus the average time to

transmit the rest of the talkspurts (E[L~ - L). Once the first packet
has successfully gained access to the medium, the receiver does not
need to listen to the channel for the rest of the talkspurt(s). The
subsequent packets in the talkspurt(s) will be allocated the same
slot in the following frames. Thus, T. for talkspurts is same as that
in equations (17).

4.3 MDR-TDMA

The TDMA frame is subdivided into N, request slots and Nt mes-
sage slots in MDR-TDMA [5]. The frame structure is defined in
fig. l(c).

Let 1 denote the length of a contention packet in request slots
and the length of an acknowledgment. In slotted ALOHA, all pack-
ets arriving in previous slot will be transmitted together in current
slot. If packets are generated in the duration NT and Nt, the prob-
ability that the first contention packet in NT contends unsuccess-
fully is denoted by pl. The probability pl is computed using equa-
tion (16) for G1 = ALNt. Other contention packets in N. have the
probability p’, for G = Al. If all mobiles generate and retransmit
packets only in N,, pl = p’. By normalizing the contention period
from all slots in the frame to slots in N, only, we can use the re-
generative model. The average time spent using the transmitter can
be obtained by equation (12):

1
Tt=—

l–p
+L (24)

where p can be obtained by equation (16). The average time spent
using the receiver is:

1
Tr=—

l–p
(25)

During packet reception, the receiver has to be turned on during
the entire downlink transmission to decode the intended receiver
information. As discussed for 802.11, the receiver usage time is

Rr=aN+L (26]

The analysis above is valid for a single packet and for a data
packet if data packets need to contend for an available slot each
time. However, once a mobile transmits successfully a voice packet
in an available slot, that slot in future frames can be reserved for
this mobile until the end of talkspurts. By using the same model in
PRMA, we then get Tt and R. for talkspurts as follows:

Tt = & + E [Lt] (27)

Rr = aN + E [Lt] (28)

where 13[Lt] can be obtained by equation(21 ). Tr for talkspurts is
same as that in equation (25).

4.4 DQRUMA

In DQRUMA [8], mobile users send transmission requests during
a request-access (RA) subslot of every slot or piggybacked on to
current data transmissions. Scheduling is done on a slot-by-slot
basis and an explicit announcement at the beginning of each slot
identifies the “owner” of next slot.

To transmit a packet, the initial request is sent using slottedl
ALOHA. The acknowledgment of successful reservation receipt
may follow in the subsequent slot. The mobile receiver has to
be powered on for reception of this acknowledgment. Subsequent
reservations may be piggybacked on to outgoing data packets. Af-
ter the reservation is received, the receiver has to receive the down
link allocation information for every subsequent slot until the mo-
bile is allocated transmission permission.

Let L denote the length of a data packet as before. Let 1 be the
length of packets for RA, piggybacking, and transmission permis-
sion. By applying the regenerative model, the average time spent
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using the transmitter can be obtained by equation (12):

1
Tt=—+L

l–p
(29)

where p can be obtained by equation (16). Similarly, the average
time spent using the receiver is:

(30)

where & is the average time while the receiver is utilized for trans-
missicm permissions. The value of J depends on the scheduling
algorithm executed in the base station.

To achieve downlink packet reception, the receiver has to be
turnedl on during the beginning of each slot to decode the intended
receiver information. As the discussion for 802.11, the receiver
usage during reception is

R,=aN+L (31)

The analysis above is for the initial request packet. Once a
mobile transmits the initial packet successfully, subsequent packets
are requested by piggybacking until the queue is empty. Both data
and vc}ice packets are transmitted by this method in DQRUMA. Tt,
TV, and R. can be obtained by following equations:

Tt = &+ L+(A– O(Z+L) (32)

TT =
1

— + Ad
l–p

(33)

Rr=A(aN+L) (34)

where the value of A depends on the queue length. For voice talk-
spurts, A equals E[Lt] in equation (21). However, d depends on
the scheduling algorithm executed in the base station.

4.5 IEC-MAC

In EC-MAC [4], once a mobile gets admission to this cell coverage
area using new-user phase, it listens to the downlink in reservation
control phase for the transmission order. The mobile then sends out
new connection requests and queue status of established queues by
uplink in reservation control phase to the base station. The base
station schedules the requests from mobiles, and then broadcasts
the schedule that contains the slot allocations for the subsequent
data phase. Mobiles, therefore, send out transmission requests and
data traffic without collision after they have registered with the base
station.

Let 1 be the length of packets used during reservation control
phase and schedule broadcast phase. Mobile first listens to trans-
mission order, and then sends out its requestlupdate. After that, the
mobile sends its packet in the data phase during its scheduled time.
Therefore,

Tt=li-L (35)

In the reservation control phase, mobile listens to downlink
until it gets transmission order. The maximum time spent using
the receiver is 1 q, where q is the maximum number of downlink
transmission. Similarly, the maximum time the receiver is utilized
during schedule reception is 1$, where ~ is the maximum num-
ber of permissions in the schedule. The assumption here is that
the downlink in reservation control phase and the schedule beacon

are long enough to accommodate all mobiles. Simulation studies
in [4] show the assumption is rational. The expected time receiver
is turned on for sending a packet is given by:

(36)

To achieve downlink packet reception, the receiver has to be
turned on during the schedule beacon. After the mobile gets the
schedule, it powers on its receiver at the appropriate time in data
phase. Let @be the maximum number of schedule beacon as dis-
cussed above.

l+ L< Rr<l@+L (37)

Note that the mobile only needs to listen to the schedule beacon
once to determine its allocated slots in both uplink and downlink
parts of the data phase. Therefore, equations (36) and (37) could
be reduced to one of two possibilities: either R, remains the same
and Tp is reduced to

l< Tr<ql (38)

or else, T, is the same as (36) but R, is equal to L.
The analysis above is valid for a single packet and for a data

packet if data packets need to contend for an available slot each
time. However, once a mobile successfully transmits a voice packet
in an available slot, that slot in future frames can be reserved for
this mobile until the end of the talkspurts. Using the same voice
model as in PRMA, we get Tt and R, for talkspurts as follows:

Tt=l+EILi] (39)

l+ EILt]<Rr<l@+EILt] (40)

where E[Lt] can be obtained by equation (21). TT for talkspurts is
same as that in equation (36).

5 Numerical Results

This section provides the numerical results for the comparison pre-
sented in last section. The results are obtained for a channel trans-
mission rate of 2 Mbps. Voice traffic is coded with 32 Kbps. The
length of a packet (L) is 64 bytes and the length of a contention
packet (1) and acknowledgment (LA) is 16 bytes. One slot time is
0.256 ms and length of slot is 64 bytes as well. For 802.11, the size
of the contention window (K) is 64. The values of DIFS in 802.11
standard are 0.128 ms and 0.052 ms for frequency hopping spread
spectrum (FHSS) and direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS), re-
spectively. Although figures with DIFS in FHSS are not shown, the
results are almost identical to those in DSSS. Tt and Tr are shown.
for G = 0.25. Results were also studied for G = 0.5 and showedl
similar trends. Energy consumption for 2.4 GHz GEC Plessey ra-
dio card are also provided as a benchmark. The results indicate
more of trends rather than absolute values.

Fig. 2 presents the transmitter and receiver usage times while
transmitting a single packet. Please note the y-axis of figures are
not in the same range. For 802.11, the mobile senses the medium~
before attempting to transmit. Collision occurs only when twc~
or more mobiles choose the same slot in the contention window.
Hence, fig. 2 (a) indicates that the transmitter usage time is al-
most independent of the number of mobiles. However, the prob-
ability that the mobile under consideration contends successfully
decreases as the traffic load increases. Fig. 2 (b) indicates that the
receiver usage time increases as the number of mobiles increases,
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Since the receiver is the most utilized resource in 802.11, fig. 2
shows the Tr in 802.11 is larger than others. Tt, on the other hand,
is much less than other protocols.

For PRMA, both receiver and transmitter need to be powered
on in the slotted ALOHA contention mode. The transmitter is uti-
lized for a packet transmission duration and the receiver is turned
onto receive the acknowledgment. As the traffic load increases, the
packet may suffer more collisions. Therefore, both the receiver and
transmitter usage times increase. MDR-TDMA and DQRUMA
also use slotted ALOHA to contend for a channel, but they em-
ploy a much shorter packet length. Hence, the two protocols have
the same characteristics as PRMA does except that the time usage
is less. In fig. 2 (a), MDR-TDMA and DQRUMA have the same
transmitter usage time. Because reservation ALOHA is used in
MDR-.TDMA, packets in MDR-TDMA know which slot to trans-
mit after the initial contention. In DQRUMA, however, the mobile
needs to listen to transmission permissions explicitly for every slot.
Fig. 2 (b) presents the results for DQRUMA when the mobile only
listens, to one slot for permission. Depending on traffic load and
scheduling policy, the mobile may need to listen to more than one
slot. Therefore, values plotted for DQRUMA represent its lower
bound.

Beth the receiver and transmitter usage time remain constant in
EC-MAC in fig. 2. Fig. 2 (a) indicates that transmitter usage time
is quite small in comparison to other protocols. It is very close to
802.11 when the load is heavy. Fig. 2 (b) shows two lines for EC-
MAC which are the minimum and maximum time for the receiver
to be utilized while transmitting a packet. Depending on how long
the mobile listens to the transmission order and schedule beacon,
the receiver usage time may be greater or less than other protocols.
The receiver usage time in EC-MAC, however, is independent of

the traffic load.
Fig. 3 provides an approximate comparison of energy con-

sumption while transmitting a single packet using GEC Plessey
radio card. Adding fig. 2 (a) and fig. 2 (b) together with figures for
GEC Plessey card described above results in fig. 3 (a). Since MDR-
TDMA and DQRUMA use the short packet for contention, they
consume less energy than PRMA does. IEEE 802.11 senses the
channel before transmission, reducing collision. However, it may
need to sense several slots before it captures the medium. There-
fore, 802.11 consumes more energy than PRMA, MDR-TDMA.
and DQRUMA do in lightly-loaded systems. On the other hand,
during heavy system traffic there might be too many contentions,
for slotted ALOHA. We can see that 802.11 performs better than
MDR-TDMA and DQRUMA when there are around 10 mobiles in
fig. 3 (b). Fig. 3 also shows that the energy consumption of EC-
MAC is independent of the traffic load and number of mobiles. In
fact, we see that even the upper bound of energy consumption of
the EC-MAC protocol can be significantly less than other protocols
for heavily-loaded systems.

Fig. 4 shows the time usage for a voice talkspurt which is
around 84 packets. PRMA, MDR-TDMA, and EC-MAC have the
slots assigned for voice traffic by reservation. In DQRUMA, sub-
sequent requests for voice packets are piggybacked on to outgoing
packets. Since the voice transmission in 802.11 standard is not
defined, we do not consider it in this analysis.

Fig. 4 (a) and (b) examine the transmitter and receiver usage
time while transmitting a voice talkspurt. The general trends for
PRMA, MDR-TDMA, and EC-MAC are similar to those for a sin-
gle packet in fig. 2 (a) and (b) except that the transmitter must be
powered on for all subsequent packets. In addition to voice packets,
DQRUMA requires piggyback requests for all subsequent packets
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mobiles (N) for transmitting periodic packets.

as well. Hence, in lightly-loaded systems, the transmitter usage
time for DQRUMA is higher than that for other protocols. We also
note that DQRUMA performs better than PRMA in heavily-loaded
systems. This is because PRMA transmits too many full-length
packets for contention thus consuming more energy.

Fig. 4 (b) indicates that the receiver in DQRUMA needs to be
turnecl on to receive transmission permissions for all voice pack-
ets. C)n the other hand, in PRMA, MDR-TDMA, and EC-MAC,
the mobile has prior knowledge concerning its assigned transmis-
sion snot. In other words, it does not need to listen for permissions.
The result of this difference between DQRUMA and the other pro-
tocols is that the receiver usage time in DQRUMA is higher than
the others. We also see that DQRUMA performance is close to
PRMA only when the offered traffic load is heavy. In fig. 4 (b),
we assume DQRUMA only needs to listen to one slot for transmis-
sion permission. Depending on traffic load and scheduling policy,
the mobile may need to listen to more than one slot resulting in
a larger receiver usage time. Fig. 4 (b) indicates that PRMA and
MDR-TDMA have the same receiver usage time. This is because
we assume the length of acknowledgment in PRMA is identical to
that inl MDR-TDMA.

In general, we see that protocols should reduce the number of
contentions. 802.11 senses the medium before transmitting. This
results in fewer collisions than slotted ALOHA in PRMA. The re-
ceiver usage time, however, might be very large due to continuous
or frequent medium sensing. Using short packet for contention
also reduces the usage time for transmitter and receiver. In terms
of energy conservation, reservation ALOHA is better than piggy-
backing for a message with contiguous packets. In DQRUMA, the
explicit slot-by-slot announcement allows the base station to imple-
ment “’optimal” and “just-in-time” scheduling. Because scheduling

is done by a slot-by-slot basis, DQRUMA can potentially reduce
packet latency. However, the additional burden placed on the re-
ceiver sub-system to receive and decode during every slot weakens
this protocol from a practical perspective. EC-MAC, which was
specifically designed with low power consumption goals, achieves
this by eliminating contention during reservation transmission and
by scheduling access.

6 Summary

This paper considers mobile battery power conservation from the
medium access protocol perspectives in wireless networks. En-
ergy conservation has typically been considered at physical layer
issues, and to a certain extent at the access protocol level. The pa-
per describes various energy conservation techniques proposed in
different access protocols including IEEE 802.11, PRMA, MDR-
TDMA, EC-MAC, and DQRUMA. The observations from the
analysis and a qualitative comparison of the different protocols
are presented. The analysis here shows that protocols that aim
to reduce the number of contentions perform better from a en-
ergy consumption perspective. The receiver usage time, however,
tends to be higher for protocols that require the mobile to sense the
medium before attempting transmission. For messages with con-
tiguous packets, our analysis shows that reservation is more energy
conservative than piggybacking.
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